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The trajectories corresponding to small impact parameters for particles incident on a rotating black hole 
are investigated. With the emission of scalar waves as a model, it is shown that the angular and speCtral 
distributions of the energy emitted by relativistic particles moving along such trajectories depends on the 
metric of the black hole. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The classification of particle trajectories near ro
tating black holes has been treated in[l-S]. Recently 
Piragas and Krivenko[S] have indicated among these 
trajectories a class for which the slope with respect to 
the axis of rotation of the black hole is limited to a 
definite angular interval to one side of the equator, and 
in particular, may remain constant. In that paper it is 
pointed out that this class of trajectories is realized for 
sufficiently small impact parameters and corresponds 
to radial fall in the Schwarzschild metric. Trajectories 
of relativistic particles with constant slope with respect 
to the axis of the black hole have been found explicitly. 

Information about the metric of a black hole can be 
extracted, in principle, from angular, spectral, and 
polarization characteristics of the radiation emitted by 
surrounding matter. The equation for radiation in co
ordinates which allow for separation of variables have 
been written by Teukolsky[6]. In a number of papers[7-11] 
the radiation emitted by test bodies rotating around the 
black hole on equatorial orbits have been found. In the 
present paper we consider the scalar radiation emitted 
by relativistic particles (with total energy E and mass 
j.J.), falling into the black hole along trajectories of con
stant inclination with respect to the axis of the black 
hole (of mass M). On the basis of model calculations for 
the scalar field estimates are given for the characteris
tic angles, frequencies and also of the total energy of 
gravitational and electromagnetic radiation. The largest 
fraction of the energy is emitted on frequencies 
w:: (c 3/GM)(E/j.J.c 2), where for w « (c 3/GM) (E/j.J.c 2) 
the spectrum does not depend on the angular momentum 
of the black hole. For w» (c 3/GM) (E/j.J.c 2) the spec
trum starts falling off exponentially and for isotropic 
accretion of matter the radiation concentrates near the 
equator of the black hole. The limit of the fall-off of the 
spectrum and the opening of the direction diagram de
pend on the angular momentum of the black hole. 

2. THE FALL OF A PARTICLE INTO THE BLACK 
HOLE 

We conSider the falling of a particle onto a rotating 
neutral black hole. We use the Kerr metric in Boyer
Lindquist coordinates t, r, J, cp: 

, Ll-a'sin't}d' P'd' 'd'" ds' = .' t - - r -P v-
. , p' Ll 

__ Sill, t} [(r'+a')'-Lla'sin't})dcp'+ 4a: sin' t}dt dcp, 
~ ~ 

where p2 = r2 + a 2cos2 J and A = A(r) = r2 - 2r + a 2. 
The quantities fi, c, G, the masses of the black hole and 
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FIG. I FIG. 2 

FIG. I. The initial parameters of the trajectory of the particle as seen 
by a remote observer. The horizontal plane coincides with the equatorial 
plane of the black hole. The vertical plane passes through the rectilinear 
portion at infinity of the trajectory (dash-dot line) which is perpendicu
lar to the z axis of rotation of the black hole. 

FIG. 2. The function (u(~) - p~) for different particle trajectories. 

of the incident particle are set equal to one, for sim
plicity. The angular momentum of the black hole is equal 
to a ( 0 ~ a'~ 1) and has the orientation J = O. The 
radius of the event horizon is h = 1 + (1 - a 2)1/2, A(h) 
= O. 

As is well known, [l,2j the equations of the trajectory 
of a test body contain (in the notation of[l,S]) three con
served quantities, E, q, and K, where E is the total par
ticle energy, q, is the projection of the angular momen
tum of the particle on the axis of rotation of the black 
hole, and the quantity K is related to the second com
ponent of the angular momentum (cf. infra). Let v be 
the velocity of the particle at infinity, and Jo, cp 0 the 
initial angles of the trajectory. We introduce two im
pact parameters: PI and p 2 as illustrated on Fig. 1. 
The quantities PI and P 2 can be either positive or 
negative, cf. Fig. 1. 

Let q2 = p~ + p~ - a 2cos2Jo. From the equations of 
the trajectories[2] for r - 00 it follows that 

E = __ i__ tD = r,v sin '/}o K = a'-2avp, sin '/},+qv' 
(1-v')'!. ' (i-v') 'I. ' 1-v" 

Then the equations of the trajectories can be repre
sented in the form 

( dt})' L" (p,'-a'sin't}) (sin'6o-sin't}) 
- = --[p,'-u(6»), u(6) 
do i-v' sin''/} (1) 

dr 1 
- = - --7"'T [v'r'+2'(1-v') r'+v'(a'-q) r'+2(a'-2avp, sin 6o+v'q)r 
do (1-v-) " 
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--dt , +a'v'(p.'sin'l'}o-q)]"', 
ell'l-v' do = r'+r'a'(1 +cos' I'}) +21' (a' sin' I'}-ap,v sin I'}o) +a' cos' I'}, 

ell'l-v' sin' I'} dcp = r'p,v sin 1'}0+2r(a sin' t}-VPI sin I'}o) +a'vPI sin 'Ito cos' tr. 
do 

Here the quantity a is related to the proper time T of 
the particle through the relation da = p 2 dT. The equa
tions (1) simplify considerably for v - 0 and v-I. 

Let us investigate the first equation (1). The charac
ter of the trajectory is determined by the region of pos
sible values of the angles ", i.e., by the condition P ~ 
- u(,,) ~ 0, involving the geometric parameters Pl, P2 
and ,,"0, but not the velocity v. For Pl = a = 0, u == 0; for 
sin ""0 = 0, u = a2sin2" - p~. In the other cases the func
tion u increases indefinitely near the black hole (Fig. 
2), with 

p,=o, 1to=:r12 

For (p 1 sin ,,"0)2 ~ a2 the function u has a minimum at 
the point" = rr/2 (Fig. 2, a, b). If (Plsin "0)2 < a2 there 
is a local maximum for" = rr/2 and symmetrically, for 
angles a2sin 4 "min = p~sin2,,0 there are two minima 
u("min) = -(Pl - asin,)'0)2 (Fig. 2, c, d, e). 

If p~~ u(rr/2), i.e., if p~ +p~COS2,,0~ a 2cos2,,0 
(Fig. 2, a. b, c) there is one region of possible values 
of the angles ,)' which is symmetric with respect to the 
equator of the black hole[5J. In particular the well 
studied[3-5J equatorial trajectories P2 = 0, "0 = rr/2 
(Fig. 2, b) belong to this type. 

We consider the class of trajectories with the impact 
parameters 

P,'+PI' cos' I'}o<a' cos' I'}o, (2 ) 

which are manifestly smaller than the radius of the 
horizon. In this case two regions of possible values of 
the angles" are situated on opposite sides of the equa
tor (Fig. 2, d, e) and in the special case Pl = asin"o, 
P2 = 0 the angles" of the trajectory are constant 
(Fig. 2, e). The particle gets into one of the possible 
regions, depending on the values of the angle "0' With
out introducing impact parameters this class of trajec
tories was first pointed out by Pi ragas and Krivenko[5J. 
From the analysis of the other equations (1) it follows 
that the radius r of the trajectory (2) dec reases mono
tonically. The particle reaches the event horizon after 
a finite proper time T and asymptotically approaches 
the horizon as the time t of a remote observer in
creases. For PI ~ 0 the angle cp of the trajectory in
creases monotonically. If PI < 0 and far from the black 
hole the angle cp decreases and for 

1'<1- (a sin' tllvPI sin I'}o) + {[1- (a sin' I'}lvpl sin I'}o) l'-a' cos' I'}}'" 

it increases. Consequently, near the black hole all tra
jectories (2) wind around the axis in the direction of 
rotation of the black hole. Strictly speaking, if the con
dition (2) is satisfied the angle "0'" IT/2. As "0 - IT/2 
the trajectories under conSideration tend to equatorial 
trajectories with p~ < a2. In the limit of the Schwarzs
child metric all the trajectories (2) go over into a 
radial fall. In the Schwarzschild metric the simplest 
motion is radial fall. In the Kerr metric the simplest 
trajectories are those with constant angle ,,(p 1 
= asin"o, P2 = 0), which for relativistic particles 
v - 1 can be calculated explicitly from the equations 
(1). It turns out that for any value of a the radius 
r = -ETV, and 
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a (r-h+2,l'1-a') cp-cpo = --=-In , 
2l1-a' r-h 

1 (r-h+2l'1-a') --lv=I'+Jn el- -=In , a7"l; 
(3) 

l'l-a' r-h 

cp-<p,= (1'-1) -" -tv=r+2In (1'-1) -2 (1'-1) -I, a=1. 

3. SCALAR RADIATION 

On the mathematically simple example of scalar 
radiation by particles moving along the trajectories (3) 
we shall show that the radiation carries information on 
the metric of the black hole. The angular and frequency 
distributions of the electromagnetic and gravitational 
fields are in general similar to the distributions ob
tained for a model scalar field[6J. 

The potential of a massless scalar field U satisfies 
the Klein-Gordon equation 0 U = 4rrT, where 0 is the 
covariant D'Alembertian and T is the denSity of the 
scalar charge in the proper volume. In Boyer-Lind
quist coordinates[7J 

DU=P-'{!...L\~+_l_~sin I'}~+ (Sin-'I'}-~) ~ 
or ar sin tt al'} iiI'} L\ aql 

4ar a' [ (I"+a') "'] a' }, ----- ----a"SIll"tt - U 
L\ aCjl at L\ at' ' 

(4) 

d. 
T =p-' sin-' I'} at c5 [1'-1' (t) 1 c5[ I'}-tr (t) 1 c5[ <p-q; (t) ], 

where r(t), ,)'(t) and cp(t) are the coordinates of the 
trajectory of the radiating particle. For the trajectory 
(3 ) 

U=(2:r)-' S dw U.exp(-iwt). 
+, (5) 

\"1. 4n:l~0(r) S,"(-a'",', tl)S,"'(-a'w" ()l)exp(imq;). U,,(r, tl. fr)= 2: 
"-- . r--t-a-

.'=0) m=-/ 

Here ST( _a2 w 2 , ,,) is a spheroidal function of the first 
kind[12J, satisfying the equation (cf.(13J) 

(_I_~sin () ~+ f.i"-a'fU' sin' () -~) s,m(-·a'fU', tr)=O (6) 
sin it cltl dO sin' () 

and is normalized as in[7J, while Alm is the eigenvalue 
corresponding to the function SF. 

We substitute (5) in (4) and introduce the new radial 
variable y[13 J dy/dr = (r2 + a2)/b.; y - r for r - JO 

and y - - "" for r - h. Taking into account (3) we ob
tain for the function ft mw( y) the equation 

d' L\ 
[ --'--" +k'(Y)]f1mw=- E(" ')'/ exp[-;wyv-'-imcp(y)], u:;- v r-Ta 2 

(7) 

( am )' x' el L\ d [ rel ] 
k'~ w - r'+a' - (r'+a') 2 - ("'+a')/' dr (r'+a')'l' 

where x 2 = AF - 2amw. Since ftmw = fl-m-w it suf
fices to consider positive frequencies. The characteris
tic frequencies of the radiation from relativistic parti
cles are w » 1. In this case the numbers I and mare 
large, and for the solution of Eqs. (5) and (7) we can 
make use of the quasiclassical method (WKB approxi
mation). 

The quasiclassical Green's function G( y, y') of the 
equation (7) for y < y' and k2> 0 is of the form 

G(U,Y')=i.2-'[k(Y)k(Y'll-"'exP [iJ dY"k(y")]. 

With the help of this expression the function ftmw(Y) 
which describes the partial wave excited by the particle, 
with indices land m and wave number k(y), can be 
represented in the form 
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f'mw(Y)=(iI21'k(y)E)Q exp[ -iffiY+ j dy" (k(y")-(')] +f" (8) 
v 

where 

~ d'.1.(') v' 
Q= f---"- r _-exP[-iffiY'(1-v)-imcp(y')+if dy"(k(y")-ffi)] 

y (r"+a'')'/'1' k (y') ~. 

and f1 denotes the term containing an integral over the 
region y' < y. For the case x ::: w of eventual interest, 
the exponent in Q can be easily computed for r' "" y' 
» 1 with the help of (3) and turns out to be equal to 

(1/2) (x'y' -'(j)-'-y'mE-') -im'llo, 

whereas the pre-exponential factor equals 1/ y' ..fW. 
Since the speed of the relativistic particle is close to 
the phase velocity w/k of the wave, the term in the ex
ponential which depends on y' vanishes at a distance 
r 1 = Ex/w» h from the black hole. Therefore the main 
contribution to the integral Q comes from the region of 
values y' ~ r 1 (the region of effective wave generation). 
For y' » r1 the generation stops, owing to the mis
match between the velocities of the wave and particle 
(the exponential under the integral sign undergoes 
strong oscillations). Then, for y « r 1 

(9) 

(here Ko is a Macdonald function (Bessel function of 
second kind of imaginary argument», the term f1 in (8) 
is negligibly small and the function (8) describes a free 
wave propagating, like the particle, in the direction of 
the black hold. This wave is either absorbed at the 
horizon if k2 > 0, or is reflected at some point Yo on the 
"radial barrier" k2( Yo) = 0 and can then be recorded 
by a remote observer. The reflection of the wave oc
curs (cf. 7» if x ;::, w, which justifies (9). In the quasi
classical approximation the function which describes 
the reflected wave (8) has for r - '" the form 

2 x ~ 

f'mo"" - (dE K" ("E) exp{ iffil+i[ 2 f dy" (k(y")-ffi)-2ffiYO]). (10) 
Yo 

Above-the-barrier penetration is insignificant here[ 14]. 

The amount of energy radiated into a unit solid angle 
in the direction (.> 1, cp d and unit frequency interval 
w> 0 equals 

(11) 

Integrating this expression over the angles (J 1, cp 1) we 
obtain the spectral distribution of the radiation energy, 
dt(Jo)/dw for a particle falling under a fixed angle .:fo, 
and by averaging over the directions (Jo, cp 0) we obtain 
the angular and spectral distributions of the energy 
I(w, Jd for isotropic particle accretion, the particles 
moving along the trajectories (3). Making use of (5), (8), 
(9), and of the orthogonality of the functions Sf ,[7] we 
obtain 

~(tl)=41lI(Ul,{)= l~ ~ K,,' (EX) IS,''' (-a'w', 11) I'. (12) 
dw ,E ~ 

The summation over land m in (5) and (12) will be re
placed by an integration with respect to x and mover 
a region where the condition of radial reflection of the 
waves for k2 = 0 and r> h is satisfied, and which are 
allowed claSSically by Eq. (6). 

For w « E the main contribution to (5) and (12) 
comes from the quantities X"" E » w, far from the 
limit of vanishing radial barriers. Thus all the radia
tion is reflected at distanc es r 0 "" Yo"" x/ w » h. But 
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FIG. 3. The integration region 
(shaded) in Eq. (12) at a = I. 

x 

for x » W it follows from (6) that x - land Srexp 
imcp - Ytm. Then, taking into account (3) and (7), the 
term in the square brackets in the exponent of (10) is 
easily calculated and equals 1ft. In (5) we have 

.E (-1) 'Y'm (()" cp,) Y'm' (()" CPo) = (-1) '(21+1) p,(e) 14n"<'Uo (I (n-B» 1211. 

d8 4 (13) ---= 
dw dQ, ,,'E'l (n-El)'+E '1" d{,) :1 

i.e., the distribution of the radiation energy for w « E 
does not depend on the frequency and the angular mo
mentum of the black hole and the functions (12) do not 
depend on the angles. The main part of the energy is 
emitted into a narrow cone (1f - ®) ~ l/E in a direc
tion opposite to the initial direction of motion of the 
particle, since the observer records only the radiation 
which has been reflected back. 

For w» E the main contribution to (12) comes from 
the quantities x and m near the boundary of vanishing 
radial barriers. For a = 0 the functions 1 SF 12 

= 1 Yl m 12 , x = (l(l + 1»1/2 "" t, and the radial barriers 
appear when x2=:3 ·3 1/ 2 W. Then 

dl' 8 ',':" "(.r) 2 " 
d- = -E' ,d.T xK.' -E ~ --, . exp (- 6·3 wj E). 

'" 11. 'w~E 3·3 -
3·:J1 ~w 

(14) 

and the total radiation energy is 

8= (8E' 3'3"',,) J d~~'Ko'(s)· (15 ) 
o 

If a = 1, the region of radial reflection of the waves 
is bounded by the curve (Fig, 3, a)xdmd: 

:c, =2",-1' 16Ul'-Sm,w for 3")/2";;;m,,,;;;2,u, 

x,=2(,)+YS",'-4m"o for m,<2(tl. 

The classically allowed part of this region,in Eq. (6) is 
bounded by the curve X2 = ~ m2sin-1J - w sin" 1 (Fig. 
3, b), and the functions 1 Sl 12 computed quasiclassically 
are 

DI. miDI 
IS,"'(-w',tl) 1'= I, , 

4,,'p sm ft 

(m'-w' sin' ()g sin' () (sin' ft-sin' ft.) 
p' = --'------"-:---'--'------"'

sin' ft sin' ft, 

(16) 

where p is the "wave number for motion along the 
angle oJ," J g is the classical turning point in the Eq. 
(6), x = 1 m sin· 1J g - w sinJg I. In the case w » E the 
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main contribution to (12) comes from a small region of 
values <lX ~ <lm ~ E near the point (xo, mo> 0) on the 
intersection of the curves xl(m1) and x 2(m2) (cf. Fig. 
3). The integral (12) over x and m may be calculated 
between the limits given by the tangents to these curves 
at the point (xo, mo) (Fig. 3, b, c). In the integration 
region the angles " are close to "g and 

p'''''2 (mo sin-' if-(~) [(x-x,)sin if-m+mol. 

The integral obtained in this manner can be calculated 
and yields 

where 

d8 = V E(sin~-2~) cxp(- 2XOO) 
doo )"too(v-sm if) E ,,,'0.,, 

"" ~ V E(2+2'1,) exp [_ 4oo(2'I'-1+cos'tf) ] 
2 ~oo E 

x=x,!oo, v=m,/oo, ~=dm.ldxl(x" mol; 

,,=s[2-s+118(1-s)], x=2[ 1-s+V2(1-s) 1. 
~=-l'2=V for O<s=sinif<y3"-1; 

v=s[2-3s+2Y2s'-4s+4], x=2[ 1-28+Y2"""s,,",_--c4s-+;-4'"'], 

~=l'1-(v/2) for 1'3-1~s~1. 

(17) 

Equation (17) is not applicable for sin2 ~ « 1, where the 
quasiclassical approximation breaks down, and for 
w ;:, E3, where the quasiclassical function (16) has to be 
replaced by an Airy function[14 J• 

It follows from Eqs. (14) and (17) that for w » E 
there appears an exponential fall-off of the spectrum 
which can be explained by absorption of the main part 
of the radiation (emitted by the particle) from the black 
hole. The remaining radiation recorded by the observer 
is reflected at distances ro ~ h and therefore contains 
information on the metric of the black hole: the limit of 
the fall-off of the spectrum and the angular opening of 
the direction diagram of the radiation for w» E de
pends on the angular momentum of the black hole. For 
isotropic accretion of matter for a nonrotating black 
hole the radiation is isotropic, (14), whereas in the 
case of extremely fast rotation, (17), it is concentrated 
in a narrow equatorial region <l" ~ (E/W)1/2. The ex
ponent which determines the rate of exponential fall-off 
of the spectrum in the equatorial plane turns out for 
a = 1 to be 3.31/2/2(21/2 - 1) "" 6.3 times smaller than 
for a = 0, which can be explained by a less effective 
absorption of radiation by the rotating black hole. 

Recognizing that the denSity of scalar charge (5) 
contains a factor £-1 we obtain for the total energy of 
the electromagnetic radiation (e) and gravitational radi
ation (G) emitted by a particle (of charge e) moving 
along the trajectory (3) the estimate (we made use of 
(15); the result is in conventional units): 
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8,- (e'c'IGM) (EIw') 3, 8 G- (c2ft'/ M) (Elftc') '. (18) 

In the same manner as for scalar waves, the particle 
emits into a narrow cone <lG> ~ J.lc 2/E in a direction 
opposite to its initial fall direction (13), the main func
tion of the energy goes into frequencies w;:, (c 3/ GM) 
x (E/ J.lC 2 ), and for high frequencies the spectrum falls 
off exponentially due to absorption of the radiation by 
the black hole. For comparison we note that the charac
teristic frequency of radiation from a relativistic parti
cle revolving on an orbit of radius ~GM/ c2 in flat space 
equals w ~ (c 3/ GM) (E/ J.lC 2 ) and in the Kerr field (10,l1J 

w ~ (c 3/GM)(E/J.lC 2)2. 
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